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ABSTRACT: E-commerce is a boom in the modern business. E-commerce means electronic commerce. 
E-commerce (Electronic commerce) involves buying and selling of goods and services, or the 
transmitting of funds or data, over an electronic network, predominantly the Internet. E-commerce 
involves an online transaction. E-commerce provides multiple benefits to the consumers in form of 
availability of goods at lower cost, wider choice and saves time. The general category of ecommerce can 
be broken down into two parts: E-Merchandise & E-finance. Many companies, organizations, and 
communities in India are doing business using E-commerce and also are adopting M-commerce for 
doing business. Ecommerce is showing tremendous business growth in India. A massive internet 
penetration has added to growth of E-commerce and more particularly start-ups have been increasingly 
using this option as a differentiating business model. Moreover E-Commerce has significant influences 
on the environment. Although the model is highly used in current business scenario but the option has 
not been explored at its fullest. The present research has been undertaken to describe the scenario of E-
Commerce, challenges and the measures of E-Commerce.  
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I INTRODUCTION : The term e-commerce was coined back in the 1960s, with the rise of electronic 
commerce  the buying and selling of goods through the transmission of data  which was made 
possible by the introduction of the electronic data interchange. Fast forward fifty years and e-commerce 
has changed the way in which society sells goods and services. E-commerce has become one of the most 
popular methods of making money online and an attractive opportunity for investors.  
 

- -commerce is much 
broader than this  it embodies a concept for doing business online, incorporating a multitude of 
different services e.g. making online payments, booking flights etc. 
E-commerce has experienced rapid growth since its humble beginnings with e-commerce sales 
projected to grow to 434.2 billion USD by 2017. The power of e-commerce should not be underestimated 
as it continues to pervade everyday life and present significant opportunity for small, medium and large 
businesses and online investors. 
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E-COMMERCE: E-commerce is also known as electronic commerce or internet commerce. Buying and 
selling of goods and services provided online over the internet network. Transaction of money, funds, 
and data are also considered as E-commerce. 
The standard definition of E-commerce is a commercial transaction which is happened over the 
internet. Online stores like Amazon, Flipkart, Shopify, Myntra, Ebay, Quikr, Olx are examples of E-
commerce websites. By the end of 2020, global retail e-commerce can reach up to $27 Trillion. 
 
Types of E-Commerce Models: Electronic commerce can be classified into four main categories. The 
basis for this simple classification is the parties that are involved in the transactions. So the four basic 
electronic commerce models are as follows: 
 
1. Business to Business: This is Business to Business transactions. Here the companies are doing 
business with each other. The final consumer is not involved. So the online transactions only involve the 
manufacturers, wholesalers, retailers etc. 

 
2. Business to Consumer:  Here the company will sell their goods and/or services directly to the 
consumer. The consumer can browse their websites and look at products, pictures, read reviews. Then 
they place their order and the company ships the goods directly to them. Popular examples are Amazon, 
Flipkart, Jabong etc. 
 
3. Consumer to Consumer: Consumer to consumer means where the consumers are in direct contact 
with each other. No company is involved. It helps people sell their personal goods and assets directly to 
an interested party. Usually, goods traded are cars, bikes, electronics etc. OLX, Quikr etc follow this 
model. 
 
4. Consumer to Business 
This is the reverse of B2C, it is a consumer to business. So the consumer provides a good or some service 
to the company. Say for example an IT freelancer who demos and sells his software to a company. This 
would be a C2B transaction. 
 
II OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY: 

 To understand the concept of E-commerce 

 To know the challenges and measures to promote E-commerce 
 
III RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
Sampling Technique: The respondents were chosen on the basis of simple random sampling. Simple 
Random Sampling is also known as probability sampling or chance sampling. Under this sampling 
design every item of the universe has an equal and fair chance of inclusion in the sample. 
 
Sample Size: In a research, where the number of respondents is more, it is difficult to cover the entire 
population and cannot be enumerated. Keeping in mind that a large population would involve a great 
deal of time and considerable amount of resources to be expensed, to facilitate analysis a sample survey 
is preferred. In a sample survey only a unit of the entire population is selected for analysis and sample 
interpretations are generalized into population characteristics.  
A total number of 40 management students were selected to elicit the data required for the study. 
 
Data collection and analysis : Data used in this research is primary as well as secondary.  
Primary data is that data that is been collected for the very first time. In this study, the primary data 
was collected by administering a questionnaire to the sample population. 
Secondary data is the data that has already been collected by someone else for some earlier research. In 
this study, the secondary data is collected from the internet and published books, journals, research 
papers, magazines. 
 
LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY  
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 This study pertains only to management students in Nuzvid.  

 The study is limited to 40 students as the time is less. 

 It is assumed that there is no influence of any person, for e.g. a classmate/ peer while filling the 
questionnaire.  

 As the perception level of the respondents has not been tested, it is assumed that all of them have 
perceived the questions in the correct way.  

 
 
IV DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION 
 
1. Do you think that the application of E-commerce has increased over the years in India? 

 
 
Interpretation: From the above table and graph we can say that the application of E-commerce has 
increased over the years in India. 80% of the students think that using of E-commerce has increased, 
15% of the respondents feel that it has not increased much and 5% of the respondents are not sure about 
the use of E-commerce.  
 
2. Do you agree that E-commerce as commercial means has its advantages over the traditional 

commercial methods? 

 
 
Interpretation: Majority of the respondents i.e. 75% state that the E-commerce has more advantages 
over traditional commercial methods. 17.5% of the respondents feel that the E-commerce has not many 
advantages than traditional methods, and 7.5% of the respondents are not sure about it.  
  

CATEGORY RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

 Yes 32 80% 

  No 6 15% 

 2 5% 

Total 40 100% 

CATEGORY RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

Agree 30 75% 

Disagree 7 17.5% 

 3 7.5% 

Total 40 100% 
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3. Do you agree that E-commerce can provide an alternative marketing channel by eliminating 
middlemen? 

 
 
Interpretation: E-commerce can act as marketing channel by providing publicity of products and 
services. 65% of respondents think that the E-commerce can be used as marketing channel. 22.5% of the 
respondents feel that the E-commerce not providing an alternative marketing channel and 12.5% of the 

 
 

4. What are the challenges to the implementation of E-commerce in India? 

 
  
Interpretation: 
awareness level is the main challenge to the implementation of E-commerce in India. 22.5% of the 
respondents believe that the slow penetration of internet is the challenge to the implementation. Other 
challenges i.e. security concerns and lack of trust has the 15% and 12.5% respectively. 
 

5. What measures would you recommended for promotion of E-commerce in India? 

 
 

CATEGORY RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

Agree 26 65% 

Disagree 9 22.5% 

 5 12.5% 

Total 40 100% 

CATEGORY RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

Slow Penetration Of 
Internet 

9 22.5% 

Security Concerns 6 15% 

 Lack Of Trust 5 12.5% 

Awareness Level Is 
Low 

20 50% 

Other Factors 0 0 

TOTAL 40 100% 

CATEGORY RESPONSES PERCENTAGE 

Promotion Of 
Internet 

9 22.5% 

To increase the 
awareness level of the 
people 

20 50% 

An Integrated 
Promotional 
Approach 

10 25% 

Other Factors 1 2.5% 

TOTAL 40 100% 
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Interpretation: From the above graph we can say that 50% of respondents feel that the awareness 
among consumers will be the best measure to promote E-commerce in India. 22.5% of the respondents 
believe that the promotion of internet helps to increase the use of E-commerce in India. 25% of the 
people consider that the integrated promotional approach is another way of increasing the E-commerce 
in India. Only one person expressed that other factors also have the impact on E-commerce. 
 
V SUGGESTIONS 

 It is observed through research that the main challenge to E-commerce in India is awareness level of 
consumers. It can be resolve by giving more publicity through social networks, television, etc. 

 Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) issues in E-commerce transactions have taken a new form with 
users finding loop holes to not only easily duplicate material but also mislead other users. Hence, 
much more IPR 

  is needs to effectively regulate tangled web. 
The development of educational standards has enabled a great demand in the market. 

 With the increase in small and medium enterprises, foreign direct investment, multinational 
companies, creating millions new jobs, a new generation of globally minded consumers. With 
growing job opportunities, customers are willingly able to pay for the products online. 

 The website for online shopping should be in understandable language. The language should be kept 
simple while making the websites. 

 Retailers needing to accomplish development must be based on a decent technology establishment. 
They should pick the right shopping truck arrangement, stock administration programming, email 
programming, CRM frameworks, examination thus considerably more. 

 
VI CONCLUSION: E-Commerce has made the shopping easy. The E-Commerce Industry in India is 
growing rapidly despites many challenges. E-commerce industry is one of the largest growing industries 
in India at present. The sale of ecommerce industry is expected to grow by almost 4 times by 2021 than 
the sales of 2015. Developing countries face many obstacles that affect the successful implementation of 
e-commerce with the help of comparing with developed country. Accessibility to E-commerce platform 
is not a privilege but rather a necessity for people, particularly peoples who are staying in urban areas. 
Due to fast adoption of internet enabled devices like Smartphone and Tablets, we have seen an 
unparalleled growth in E- commerce. The telecommunication technology has completely changed the 
way of our living, communication methods, shopping etc. It has a huge impact on how we communicate 
with friends and relatives how we travel, how we access the information and the way we buy or sell 
products and services. The growth of E-commerce volumes in India is attracting the attention of players 
around the globe. E-commerce creates new opportunities for business it also creates new opportunities 
for education and academics. It appears that there is tremendous potential for providing E-business 
education. 
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